ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 73

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
In addition to batteries, another source of electrical energy in the tank is
a generator. The generator is designed to power consumers electrical energy
and to charge the batteries while running the engine of the tank.

T

he T-34-85 tank is equipped with a parallel excitation
generator of the G-731 brand, in conjunction with
the relay-regulator РРТ-30. The generator is mounted
on the right-side engine on the two brackets of
the upper half of the map and is fastened with two clamping
straps. The shaft of the generator receives rotation from
the crankshaft motor through the drive and semi-rigid

coupling. The ratio of the transfer between the motor
and the generator is 1:1.75.
The relay is a set of electro-magnetic devices that make sure
the work of the generator is in conjunction with tank batteries
at variable engine speed (within 800-1200 rpm). The electrical
network includes electro-wires and electric fittings (transitional,
splitter-boxes and pads, and plug sockets).
The electrical network
is completed on
a single-wire system,
except for the attendant
lighting. Voltage networks
are 24-29 V
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

073A

Main wheel inner

1

073B

Tyre

1

073C

Main wheel trunnion

1

QUANTITY

In the next stages you will continue
work on the left side of the hull and add
the fighting compartment side panel.

073A
073B
073C

073A
073B

1

Stretch the tyre (073B) on to the rim of the main wheel
inner (073A). Ensure that the tyre seats firmly and evenly all
around the rim.

NOTE: Keep the main wheel trunnion (073C) until it can be
fitted in the next stage.
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STEP 74

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
There are only two sources of electric energy in the tank: batteries and a generator,
but there are many more consumers of electrical energy.

T

he consumers of electrical energy are: electric starter,
electric drive towers, electric motors of fans, underheater and oil pump, relay electric guns and machine
guns, sound electric signal, light devices and light
systems, heater and wax heaters, electric fuses for smoke
fumes, heater plug, radio station, and armoured device.

The auxiliary devices are: rotating contact device, switch
batteries, main switchboard, control panel switchboard
(the driver), the switchboard of the tower, the shield on-duty
lighting, heater shield, strings, and switches and buttons.
The volt ammeter is also a controm measuring device.

Electric consumers are
located outside the hull
of the tank, in the
mechanic-driver,
in combat and
power branches.
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074B

074A

074C

LM

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

074A

Main wheel outer

1

074B

Main wheel hub

1

074C

Tyre

1

074D

Large washer

1

074E

Small washer

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

3

Fit the pivot of the main wheel trunnion (073C) –
supplied with issue 73 – on to the screw post beside
the next slot in the left hull side A (61A), ensuring that
the axle is orientated as shown. Fit the small washer (074E)
into the pivot socket, then fix with an LM screw through
the washer.

LM

* includes spare
074D

074E

074E

061A

1

073C

061A

073C

Stretch the tyre (074C) on to the rim of the main wheel
outer (074A). Ensure that the tyre seats firmly and
evenly all around the rim.

074E

4

Fit the wheel assembly on to the outer axle of the
main wheel trunnion (073C). Fit the large washer
(074D) into the centre of the wheel and fix with an LM
screw through the washer.

073C
074A

074C

LM

2

074D

Fit the main wheel outer (074A) to the main wheel
inner (073A), ensuring that the three pins around the
inner rim fit firmly into the corresponding sockets.

074A

5

074A

073A

Push the main
wheel hub (074B)
firmly on to the
inner rim of the main
wheel outer (074A) so that
it covers the screw.

074D

074A

074B

074B

2

3
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STEP 75

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
One of the main consumers of electrical energy in the tank is the electric starter
for cranking the engine when it starts.

T

he starter is an electric motor with a constant
current designed for short-term work. The starter is
equipped with a special drive and relay PCT-20, which
inserts the gear of the starter into engagement with
the flywheel ring during engine start-up. The drive-relay is
fixed directly on the body of the starter and is an integral
part of it. Starter remote start-up, performed with the help

of the start button, and the start relay is mounted in the tank
separately from the starter. The starter is installed in the box
on the gearbox. In the box there is an adjusting pin, which, if
properly installed, must enter the slot on the starter housing.
In the axial direction, the starter is fixed in such a way that
between the end of the gear of the starter and the end
of the wreath of the flywheel, the gap is 4-4.5mm.

When the engine starts it
is unable to use
discharged (more than
50% in summer and 25%
in winter) batteries.
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3

Take the set of track links that you assembled in
stage 72. Lay them end to end with one of the sets
that you assembled in step 2, alternating them as
shown. Fix them together using two DP screws. Keep the
second set for use in a later stage.

075A
DP

075B

1

Take the eight track links (075A) and eight track
links with guide horns (075B) and lay them in a row,
alternating them as shown. Interlock one pair and fix
them together using a DP screw through each end of the
hinged joint.

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

075A

Track link

8

075B

Track link with guide horn

8

DP

1.5 × 5mm screw

30 + 7*

075A

072A

* includes spares

075A

072B
075A

075B

075B

DP

DP

075B

DP

DP

2

DP

075A

075B

2

Repeat the same
technique to join
8 pieces of the track
together. Ensure you alternate
the plain track links (075A) with
those with guide horns (075B)
and fix each pair with two DP
screws.

DP

Repeat to make a second set of
8 track links and keep these in a
safe place for use in a later stage.
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STEP 76

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The second most important consumer of electricity after the electric starter
on the tank T-34-85 is the electric drive tower.

T

he electric drive of the tower is designed to rotate
the tower of the tank. The electric drive consists of
an electric motor MB-20V and a device regulating
start: the controller. The electric motor is installed
on the mechanism of the rotation of the tower and is
fastened by two tie bands. The controller is installed next
to the electric motor and is fastened with four bolts.
The controller is designed to switch on and off, as well as
to change the speed and the rotation direction of the turret

motor. The controller has two steps for rotating the tower
to the right and to the left. The first speed (the first stage)
is carried out by introducing a starting resistance into
the motor circuit, limiting the number of revolutions of
the electric motor in the range of 3500-3600 per minute,
while the tower rotates at a speed of 2.5-2.6 rpm.
In the second stage the starting resistance is switched
off from the circuit and the motor revolutions rise to 5800
per minute, and the towers up to 4.4 rpm.

For external sound
signalisation, on the left
of the side inclined tank
sheet is installed an
electrical C-58 signal.
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076B

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

076A

Left side panel of fighting compartment

1

076B

Mounting bracket

2

076C

Water bottle

1

076D

Spring upper support of main wheel

2

EM

2.3 × 5mm screw

1 + 1*

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

7 + 2*

SM

2.3 × 4 × 5mm screw

2 + 1*

KP

2.0 × 4mm screw

1 + 1*

076C
076A
076D

EM

LM

SM

KP

4

Fit two spring lower supports of the main wheels
(069B) – supplied with issue 69 – on to the projecting
axles of the main wheel trunnions (070C and 073C),
pointing upwards as shown. Fix each with an SM screw.
069B

069B

069B

069B
SM

SM

* includes spares
070C

1

Fit the two mounting brackets (076B) to the pairs of
fixing posts on the inside of the left side panel of the
fighting compartment (076A) in the positions shown.
Fix each bracket with two LM screws.

LM

073C

LM
076B

076B
069A

LM

069A

LM

076B

076B

076A

069B

076A

2

076D

076D

Fit the two spring upper supports of main wheel
(076D) to the inside of the left side panel of the
fighting compartment (076A) in the positions shown.
Ensure that the pins fit into the corresponding sockets. Fix
the rear support with an EM screw from behind. Fix the front
support with an LM screw from behind.

076A
EM

069B

6

Fit the left side panel of the engine fighting
compartment (076A) on to the left hull side B (061B)
so that the two suspension springs (069A) fit over
the spring upper supports of the main wheels (076D). Fix
with an LM screw through each mounting bracket (076B).

LM

061B
076D

3

Fit the water bottle
(076C) to the outside
of the left side panel
of the fighting compartment
(076A) in the position shown.
Fix with a KP screw from
behind.

2

5

Slide a suspension spring (069A) – supplied with issue
69 – on to each of the spring lower supports of the
main wheels (069B).

076D

LM

LM

076A

076C

061B

076A

076B
069A

076B

069A
076A

KP

3

